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Meeting Agenda
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1. Introduction 

2. Results from first joint meeting (3/22)

3. Group discussion on visual identities of local corridors

4. Survey results from development community

5. Emerging themes and comments

6. Areas of potential change to FBC

a) Overview (staff)

b) Group Exercise: determine stakeholder priorities

7. Next Steps



Purpose of Architectural Study
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Purpose:
• 17 redevelopment proposals approved since 2004 (both Codes)

• Opportunity to assess the status of architecture along the Pike

Approach:
• Assessment of local & regional development

• Review and analysis of “successful” architectural designs

• Survey of development community

• Evaluate if any potential changes are warranted to FBC/N-FBC 
(architectural standards or, to a lesser degree, BES)

Tonight’s Meeting: Based on assessment of regional development 
and feedback from development community, what opportunities 
exist to improve FBC architectural standards?  



Results from 1st Workshop on Architecture
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Identifying development 
in comparable markets:
• Approved between 

2004 and 2016

• Height ranges: 4-6 
stories (stick-built) or 
7-9 stories (concrete)

• Mostly residential 
projects with ground 
floor retail uses

• Over 60 local/regional 
projects identified



Results from 1st Workshop on Architecture
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Exercise 1a:

Positive & negative 
attributes of building 
design



Results from 1st Workshop on Architecture
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Exercise 1b:

Ranking local and 
regional development



Local Visual Identities
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Group Discussion on Visual Identities

A. Clarendon

B. Crystal City

C. Rt. 1 corridor/Potomac Yard

D. What is Columbia Pike’s visual identity?



Local Visual Identities: Clarendon
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Predominant building phase: 1910s – 1940s

• Pedestrian oriented

• Art Deco/Streamline Modern influenced

• Brick, granite, plate glass, limestone

• Primarily urban infill



Local Visual Identities: Clarendon
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Local Visual Identities: Crystal City
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Predominant building phase: 
1967 – 1980

• Auto oriented

• International style/new formalist 
influences; Primary materials are 
steel, concrete and glass

• First “suburban” office park 
responses to federal agency 
growth outside the city-center 
Washington

• Brownfield redevelopment of 
industrial brick and railyards



Local Visual Identities: Crystal City
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Local Visual Identities: Route 1/Potomac Yard
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Predominant building phase: 1990s – 2010s

• Pedestrian, transit, and auto-oriented

• Neo-urbanist and traditional design influences

• Mix of building materials

• Brownfield redevelopment of railyards



Local Visual Identities: Route 1/Potomac Yard
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What is Columbia Pike’s Visual Identity?
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Adopted Vision: Vital Main Street with high quality architecture defined by mixed-use buildings 
complementing existing amenities and eclectic mix of businesses along the Pike



What is Columbia Pike’s Visual Identity?
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Survey results from development community
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FBC Advantages:

• Review process is predictable and streamlined

• Minimum standards and intent statements help express the 
community’s expectation for built environment 

• Overall, FBC has been successful in achieving its main purpose

FBC Challenges:

• Prescriptive regulations are perceived as limiting and result in 
homogeneous architecture

• Reduction in architectural standards could produce designs that 
include multiple expressions and increase visual variety

• Flexibility should be expanded for style and detailing and to 
encourage artistic expression



Emerging Themes and Common Issues
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Focus on Key Building Elements:

• Building corner characteristics are generally too similar

• Retail entrances along the Pike should be more pronounced 

• Rooflines appear consistent throughout the Pike

• Fenestration could benefit from greater variety

Stakeholder suggestions for changes to architectural standards:

• Increase flexibility where possible and appropriate

• Consider expanding permitted building material list

• Update intent statements and visual representations

• Emphasize cohesiveness (rather than strict consistency)



Areas of potential change to the FBC
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FENESTRATION 
- ensure greater variety on RBL facades

SIGNAGE 
- ensure FBC projects have allowable sign area equivalent to that      

currently permitted by Zoning Ordinance for other development

BUILDING MATERIALS
- expand permitted list of building materials

DISCRETE VERTICAL FAÇADE COMPOSITION
- revise to minimize contrived designs

SITING/ELEMENT SPECIFICATIONS
- review specifications to enhance design variation 



Areas of potential change to the FBC
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Group Exercise: Prioritizing potential FBC changes

A. Each group ranks potential areas of change in order of 

importance and likely impact on architecture

B. Discussion of results and rationales from each group




